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DIAGNOSIS OF THE ORGANIZATION

The Prob~em That Needs to Be Soilved

The study was aimed to examine conflict and conflict

resolution strategies used in Rainbow International School.

It was descriptive study in which primary and secondary

school teachers and students participated in the study. Two

separate questionnaires were used for data collection.

(Appendix 1 pJ3-16)

The study had the following major objectives:

1. To determine the demographic Characteristics of

respondents: for Teachers (age, gender, highest educational

qualifications and academic rank); for Students (age, gender,

year group, nationality)

2. To examine how the classroom environment is related to

classroom conflict

3. To find out what teachers and students consider to be

the worst type of conflict that occurs in the classroom

4. To identify different conflict management strategies used

by teachers

Here are some examples that were occurred in school the

most and needed to be solved.
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Student/Student Teacher/Student

1. name calling i. work loads

2. teasing 2. homework

3. exclusion 3. punctuality

4. friendship 4~ school

problems responsibilities

5. rumors 5. behavior

6. property issues

7. fighting

Another major problem that teachers faced from students

was lack of interest in studies followed by talking out of turn,

disobedience, acting indifferent or bored, and disturbing others.

Teachers considered that worst type of conflict was

misinterpretation of teacher’s directions, followed by children

responding negatively to the teacher and arguing back. The

majority of teachers tried to prevent misbehavior before it

occurred. They found out that acting as a team player is the

most important requirement for managing classroom behavior

followed by self control and chosen style of communication. But

not every teacher takes these steps in managing their classroom

behavior. Also the students take conflict as a negative

experience and never got a chance to get a clear explanation

that if conflict is resolved in effective way it can bring up positive

results.
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THE DESIRED FUTURE STATE

Where the Organization Needs To Be In the Aspect of

Conflict Reso~ution

“Students do not come to school with all the social skills

they need to collaborate effectively with others. Therefore,

teachers need to teach the appropriate communication,

leadership, trust, decision making, and conflict management

skills to students and provide the motivation to use these skills

in order for groups to function effectively~”(Alg e rt, N. E., and

Watson, K. (2002) Conflict management: introductions for

individuals and organizations.)

School must take responsibility to help students develop

their skills to participate on and lead teams.

Students bring different ideas, goals, values, beliefs and

needs to their teams and these differences are a primary

strength of teams. These same differences can also lead to

conflict, even if the level of conflict is low. Since conflict is

inevitable, one of the ways in which teachers can help students

improve their abilities to function on multidisciplinary teams is to

work with them to develop their understanding of conflict and to

enhance their capabilities to manage and resolve conflict.
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The teachers need to make sure that students understand

that by resolving conflict successfully, they can solve many of

the problems that it has brought to the surface, as well as

getting benefits that they might not at first expect:

1. Increased understanding: The discussion needed

to resolve conflict expands students’ awareness of the situation,

giving them an insight into how they can achieve their own goals

without undermining those of other people.

2. Increased group cohesion: When conflict is

resolved effectively, students can develop stronger mutual

respect and a renewed faith in their ability to work together.

3. Improved sellf~knowlledge: Conflict pushes

students to examine their goals in close detail, helping them

understand the things that are most important to them,

sharpening their focus, and enhancing their effectiveness.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF ACTIONS

Poss~blle Impediments/Obstac~e~ to Change

There are many obstacles that can slow down or even

prevent the process of change in both the relationships between

students and between teacher and students in school. One of

them is the response of the teachers as they can get upset about

problem behavior and can get stressed about it for several

reasons.

One, it is testing out the teacher’s ability in class

leadership; two, it affects the teachers feeling about coping and

mastering his job in general; and three, problem behavior is

often felt as a personal attack on teacher’s integrity and values.

So the teachers might just stop paying attention to the conflicts

themselves by showing less interest in the students who are

“trouble makers”. In this way both sides don’t get any better,

and no solution is reached, causing the situation to worsen.

Another obstacle is when the teacher tries all she can to

solve the conflict or attempts to minimize conflict in classroom

with the help of some techniques (like discussing the source of

conflict with the students; using of power to end the conflict like:

involving colleagues or principal or Parent involvement; ignoring

the situation) and all the attempts are not successful. As the

result, no positive results are achieved; teacher becomes

demotivated and loses interest in trying to change the students’

behavior.
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Another obstacle is when students themselves are not

given enough responsibility or opportunity to manage the

classroom. Classroom equality and fairness need to be displayed

in order for students to understand classroom management and

importance of fairness between the students.

Another obstacle is that some teachers are more centered

on the teaching process than on the behavior training and

missing out the perfect time when the students are in the best

age of change and are easier to be influenced in a good way for

a change.

Persons Respons~blle for Actually Mak~ng the Changes and

ControlHng the Change Process or mediation at RISU.

Making changes and controlling the change process or

mediation is a part of a whole school approach to the

management of conflict. When energies are not wasted in

unproductive conflict, better teaching and learning can take

place. The aim is to make sure that a whole school community

manages the conflicts with skill and insight, constructively rather

than destructively. At RISU conflict is approached as an

opportunity for learning and growth.

How does a whole school approach to conflict look?

1. RISU has clear conflict management policies and

procedures. These are integrated with school policy areas such

as equal opportunity, anti-harassment/bullying, and welfare and

discipline policies.
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2. School administration models effective management of

conflict.

3. Rainbow staff models positive, co-operative and

collaborative relationships.

4. School staff use co-operative processes in the

classroom.

5. Every year all staff receives professional development

in conflict management.

6. The school is engaged in partnership with local

community organizations and groups to develop approaches to

the prevention of conflict.

‘Teaching every student how to negotiate and mediate will

ensure that future generations are prepared to manage conflicts

constructively in career, family, community, national and

international settings.’ Johnson, D.W. & Johnson, R.T. (1995).

Teaching students to be peacemakers: The results of five years

of research.

Also as part of a whole school approach to student welfare,

Rainbow school practices peer mediation in Key stage2 (years-6)

and all secondary school. Two students are elected by Secondary

school students to be “Prefect”, these are the people who have

many responsibilities and one of them is to manage conflicts

between students.

Often student/student disputes can be resolved best by

student mediators. Students are trained in the skills of mediation

so that they can act as mediators for their peers. Not all conflicts
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may be suitabie for peer mediation. Other processes may be
more appropriate in situations involving assault, theft, alcohol or
drug use. Peer mediation programs are coordinated by staff,
trained in mediation, who provide ongoing supervision to student
mediators.

Undergoing a training course in mediation is recommended
for key personnel in whoie schooi whose roles invoive
management of students and staff and who liaise with parents
when problems arise. Having a group of trained mediators from
the staff, parent and student body is valuable for cross-group
conflicts where mediators work together modeling co-operation.
Sometimes it is more appropriate to call in an independent
mediator from outside the school.

Also RISU practices a parent involvement which promotes
a healthy and consistent learning environment by establishing
mutual goais between parents and educators and by developing
activities that cut across home and school. Teachers use Home-
school Diaries to set a communication between parents and
teachers about the upcoming events or anything else that
parents need to be Informed about. The parents are also free to
write to teachers their concerns or questions in their chIld’s
Diary.

Parent Involvement programs actively engage parents
through a variety of activities that enable them to participate
more fully In their children’s education both at home and at
school. At the end of the term parents get a report card with the
student’s learning results. Also the parents meet up with their
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children’s teacher for PTC (Parent Teacher Consultation) to ask

and get answers about their children’s progress.

Family-school collaboration is a cooperative process of

planning that brings together school staff, parents, children to

maximize resources for child achievement and development.

Spedfic Change Strateg~es/ Sollut~ons to be Used

As we know certain attitudes and qualities are basic to

successful conflict prevention and resolution. The Rainbow school

policy directs teachers in the way that students must be treated

properly and with respect. It also says that the teachers need to

be affectionate, leading as a role model and concerned for the

welfare of students. This is not always carried out as in order for

it to be successful. The teachers continuously need to

demonstrate their concern for the students’ behavior.

This concern is represented in tone of voice, facial

expressions, and other everyday behavior. It will create an

effective learning environment, prevent classroom conflicts and

will help in coping with them effectively.

The heart of confl/ct resolution is the management of

conflict (Kapusuzoglu, 2010, p.98). Teachers who approach

classroom management as a process of establishing and

maintaining effective learning environments are more successful

than teachers who place more stress on their roles as authority

figures ordisciplinarians (Good and Brophy, 1997, p.127).
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My suggestions to the teachers would be to focus on the
development of cognitive and interpersonal skills for conflict
resolution instead of heavy and inflexible use of school rules as
these may lead to student dissatisfaction and resentment.
Teachers need to be consistent In using Reward Based System
(certificates for good or outstanding results in their studies or
behavior), positive Reinforcement and positive behavior
management (instead of using “stop doing so or so” better bring
out the positive like, “good job listening” and encourage others
to foilow a good example.) In order to promote good behavior
and reduce conflicts, teachers should listen to students, taking
their points of view and use negotiating and use problem solving
techniques.

And also the teachers need to make sure that students
understand that by resolving conflict successfully, they can solve
many of the problems that it has brought to the surface, as well
as getting benefits that they might not at first expect.
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EVALUATION OF ACTIONS

Suggestions to Evaluate the Solutions Implemented

After presenting my Change Strategies to the management
I would expect some steps to be taken and to see good results
after implementing the offered strategies.

The management would need to have a meeting where
they would discuss the offered strategies and after that they
would need to organize a meeting for all teachers from primary
and secondary sectors.

The agenda of the meeting would be to discuss the
conflicts that the teachers deal with everyday and discuss what
solutions the teachers already Implement and how effective they
are, than ask them what other solutions can they offer. And as
all solutions are brought up the management would give my
strategies and the ways they can be implemented.

As the teachers get to know the strategies they would be
expected to take very serious steps in improvement of their
attitude towards students and to show more concern for the
welfare of the students.

There would be organized meetings by the Keys Stage
coordinators to follow up on the taken action and on the results,
there would be discussions on which ones work the best and
which ones don’t bring any improvement and which ones need to
be Implemented throughout a year to see the result.

There would be more expression of interest from the
teachers in the students’ opinions. The teachers would continue
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doing their best in resolving any type of conflict in the classroom

environment for the benefit of the both sides who is involved in

the conflict.
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APPENDIX 1

QUESTIONNAIRE 1

Two questionnaires were developed and the attempt was

made to include all the important aspects related to conflict in

the classroom. The questionnaires was given both to teachers

and students; they provided the answers with the problems

experienced in their classrooms.

FACE SHEET

Code #________ Date Received by Respondent__________

PART 1: RESPONDENT’S PROFILE

Age______ Gender_______________

Highest Educational Qualifications _________________________

Academic Rank ________________________

PART 2: QUESTIONNAIRE TO DETERMINE CONFLICT IN

CLASSROOM (FOR TEACHERS)

Dfrect~on: Indicate your answers on the LEFT space provided of

the questionnaire by putting tick”v” if the answer is “YES” and

“X” if the answer is “NO”. Answer the questions honestly. More

honest your answers, more useful the results will be. Do not

take long on any question. Please give your initial reaction.

I. Major problem that you face from students is:

1. Lack of interest in studies.

1’~
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2. Talking out of turn.

3. Disobedience.

4. Disturbing others.

5. Acting indifferent or bored

II. Worse type of conflict in the classroom is:

1. Physical violence.

2. Arguing with me in class.

3. Arguing with other students.

4. Cultural/religious/racial issues.

5. What I say is misinterpreted or taken negatively.

III. Strategy adapted to resolve conflict situation in classroom is:

1. Discuss the source of conflict.

2. Use of power to end the conflict.

3. Avoidance/ignoring the situation.

4. Effusion/Buying time.

5. Involving colleagues or principal.

6. Parent involvement.

IV. Strategy for improving classroom discipline is:

1. Prevent misbehavior before it occurs.

2. Deal with misbehavior after it occurs.

3. Ignore the misbehavior.

V. The most important requirement to properly manage

classroom is:

1. Acting as a team player.

2. Self control.

3. Style of communication.

4. Appearance and dress.

5. Any other (All the above).
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QUESTIONNAIRE 2

FACE SHEET

Code #________ Date Received by Respondent_________

PART 1: RESPONDENT’S PROFILE

Age_______ Gender_______________________

Year Group _______________________

Nationality __________________________

PART 2: QUESTIONNAIRE TO DETERMINE CONFLICT IN

CLASSROOM (FOR STUDENTS),

Directfion: Indicate your answers on the LEFT space provided of

the questionnaire by putting tick”v” if the answer is “YES” and

“X” if the answer is “NO”. Answer the questions honestly. More

honest your answers, more useful the results will be. Do not

take long on any question. Please give your initial reaction. If

you didn’t understand the question you may skip it and answer

after getting the explanation.

1. There is good teacher-student relationship

2. There is good inter student relationship

3. Teachers show good manners in the classroom

4. Teachers take care of your feelings and emotions

5. Teachers expect good efficiency from you

6. Your teachers treat all the students equally

7. Teachers provide guidance to you in solution of various

problems
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8. Teachers consult you about various classroom related

problems

9. Teachers consult your parents about your educational

problems

10. Teachers involve principals in solution of various

problems

11. Teachers accept your good suggestions

12. Teachers correct themselves after realizing their

mistake

13. You are satisfied from your teachers

14. You are satisfied from your classroom environment
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APPENDIX 2

Summary of Findings

The results/findings from the teachers and students

questionnaires are presented in the following tables.

Table LFindings of Demographic Characteristics of

respondents (Teachers)

Between Degree in Teacher

28-40 4 16 Education

Tablel shows that the age of respondents was between 28-40

years old and the majority of them were female and that all of

them had a degree in Education.

Table 2~Findings of Demographic Characteristics of

respondents (Students)

Gender

Age Male Female Year Group Nationality

Between Students

8-14 9 11 Year 4- 9 International

Age Gender

Male Female

Highest

Educational

Qualifications

Academic

Rank
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Table2 shows that the age of respondents was between 8-14

years old and the majority of them were female and the year

group was between Year 4-9. The respondents are different

nationalities as the school is international.

Tab~e 3. Resufts from the Teachers’ quest~onna~re

Statement Levell Frequency ~~i~age%

Major Lack of interest in

problem studies 20 100

that you Talking out of turn 15 75

face from Disobedience 12 60

students Disturbing others 9 45

Acting indifferent

or bored 10 50

Worse type

of conflict

in the

classroom

Physical violence 1 5

arguing with me in

class 9 45

arguing with other

students 6 30

Cultural/re Ii g iousir

acial issues 2 10

What I say is

misinterpreted or

taken negatively 10 50
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Discuss the source

of conflict

Strategy

adapted to

resolve

conflict

situation in

classroom

20 100
Use of power to

end the conflict 14 70

Avoidance/ignoring

the situation 9 45

Effusion/Buying 2 10

time

Involving

colleagues or 6 30

principal

Parent involvement 4

Strategy for

improving

classroom

discipline

Prevent

misbehavior before

it occurs

20

10 50

Deal with

misbehavior after it

occurs 7 35

Ignore the

misbehavior

9 45

Acting as a team

player

The most

important

requirement

to properly

manage

classroom is

18 90

Self control 17 85

Style of

communication 14 70

Appearance and

dress 8 40
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Table 3 shows that the major problems that teachers faced
from students were lack of interest in studIes (100%), followed
by talking out of turn (75%), disobedIence (60%), acting
indifferent or bored (50%) and disturbing others (45%).
Teachers considered that worse type of conflict was when what
they said was misinterpreted or taken negatIvely (50%) followed
by students’ arguIng wIth them in the class (45%). The most
adapted strategy used by the teachers to resolve conflict
situation in classroom was discussIng the source of conflIct for
the purpose of ending it (100%), followed by power interventIon
(70%). For improving classroom discipline 50% of teachers tried
to prevent misbehavior before it occurred and 35% of them
choose to deal with misbehavior after it occurred. 90% of
teachers considered acting as a team player as the most
Important requirement to properly manage classroom, followed
by Self control (85%) and choosing proper style of
communication (70%).
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TaMe 4. Resufts from the Students’ quest~onna~re

Statement Frequency Percentage

%

Yes No Yes No
There is good teacher-student

relationship 18 2 90 10

There is good inter student

relationship 16 4 80 20

Teachers show good manners in

the classroom 17 3 85 15

Teachers take care of your

feelings and emotions 17 3 85 15

Teachers expect good efficiency

from you 13 7 65 35

Your teachers treat all the

students equally 15 5 75 25

Teachers provide guidance to you

in solution of various problems 16 4 80 20

Teachers consult you about

various classroom related

problems 15 5 75 25

Teachers consult your parents

about your educational problems 15 5 75 25

Teachers involve principals in

solution of various problems 16 4 75 25

Teachers accept your good

suggestions 14 6 70 30
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Teachers correct themselves after

realizing their mistake 15 5 75 25

You are satisfied from your

teachers 16 4 80 20

You are satisfied from your

classroom environment 8 12 40 60

Table 4 shows that generally there is a good teacher~

student relationship (90%) and good inter student relationship

(8O%). Most of the participated in answering the questionnaire

students answered that teachers show good manners in the

classroom (85%) and take care of their feelings and emotions

(85 %)~

75% of students replied that the teachers treated them equally,

8O% of them were satisfied with their teachers and only 40% of

students were satisfied with their classroom environment. These

results showed me when students are not satisfied with their

classroom environment it can result into the lack of interest in

studies, talking out of turn, disobeying the teachers, acting

indifferent or bored and disturbing others. And that brought out

the problem for my research.
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Tab~e 5~ Summary of finding from examining how the

dassroom environment is related to cDassroom conflict.

Major Type of Strategy Strategy Requirement for

Problem Conflict to for Proper Classroom

resolve Improving Management

conflict Discipline

Pearson

~ Correlation, r 743** .926** .946** .891** .751**

I :~ (2tal~ 0:: °:: °::

As we follow this formula 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 we know that if “r” is

closer to 1 the relationship between classroom environment and

classroom conflict is stronger, and if “r” is further from 0 the

relationship is weaker, we can calculate correlation(r) using the

data from the tables 3-4. The results are indicated in the table5,

where in Major Problem r=0.743**, in Type of Conflict r=0926**,

in Strategy to resolve conflict r=O.946**, in Strategy for

Improving Discipline r=0.891**in Requirement for Proper Class

room Management r=O.751. Out of this table we can draw out

the conclusion that Classroom Environment and classroom

conflict are strongly related.
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APPENDIX 3

RESEARCHER’S CURRICULUM VITAE

PERSONAL DATA

Name: Tamlia Nurmatova
Age: 30
Marital Status: Married
Mobile Number: 0791589181
E-Mail Address: tamila_nurmatova@yahoo.com

EDUCAflONAL AflAINMENT

Level Name of School Location

Primary school School# 41 Tashkent Uzbekistan

High school School #37 Tashkent Uzbeklstan

Degree In TIEJAM Tashkent Uzbeklstan
Accounting and
Auditing

EMPLOYMENT DATA

Position No. Of Years Institution/Company Location

Teacher 1 RaInbow International Kampala
Assistant School Uganda

Kindergarten 2 Evergreen International Tashkent
Teacher Center Uzbekistan

ESL Teacher 4 InternatIonal Information Tashkent
Center Uzbekistan
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